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1. Introduction

The growth and characterization of thin epitaxial oxide films on
metal supports is attracting considerable scientific interest in the last
years [1–6]. Indeed, obtaining well defined and atomically flat oxide
surfaces allows the study of the fundamental mechanisms underlying
a number of physical and chemical phenomena occurring on complex
oxide materials, otherwise difficult or impossible to investigate at the
atomic level.

Ultrathin transition metal oxide (TMO) films grown on noble metals
are routinely used as amodel system for the study of a number of compli-
cated physical and chemical phenomena, such as the chemical reactions
involved in heterogeneous catalysis [7,8], water interactionwith surfaces
[9,10], growth of metal particles or films on oxide surfaces [11–13], to
name just a few.

Comparatively much less work has been performed on ultrathin
TMO films supported on a magnetic substrate such as Fe. TMO/Fe
heterostructures, where the TMO films were anti-ferromagnetic NiO
or CoO, have been widely investigated by using spectroscopic tech-
niques (for recent reviews see Refs. [14,15]). These structures, besides
being model systems for the exchange bias phenomenon, have proven
to be an appealing object of study on its own. Indeed, a rich variety
of exotic micromagnetic structures have been reported in the litera-
ture, ranging from the stabilization of nano-sized magnetic domains
in Fe/NiO/Fe trilayers [16], to the stabilization of anti-ferromagnetic vor-
tex states in CoO/Fe/Ag(001) disks [17].

However, atomic scale investigations of TMO/Fe systems by means
of scanning probe techniques are still scarce (see for instance Ref. [18]).
Such a lack of completeness in the literature mainly originates from the
difficulty in preparing samples characterized by a suitable morphology
and by chemically abrupt interfaces. Indeed, due to the high reactivity
of Fe toward oxygen, during the oxide growth by means of reactive
deposition (i.e. metal deposition in oxygen atmosphere), considerable
Fe oxidation occurs [18–20]. This results in the development of rough
morphologies and/or not well defined interfaces, which are difficult to
investigate at the atomic scale with scanning probe techniques.

Obtaining nano-structured TMO films supported on Fe could
produce immense advances in the understanding of such TMO/Fe
heterostructures, especially by considering the great progresses recently
achieved in the direct observation of spin structures down to the atomic
scale by means of spin polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
and spectroscopy (STS) (for recent reviews see Refs. [21,22]). In order
to successfully achieve atomic level control of TMO/Fe heterostructures,
a detailed knowledge of the basic mechanisms driving the growth of
TMO thin films and the formation of the TMO/Fe interfaces is required.

In this frame, we have recently investigated Ni and Cr films deposited
on the oxygen saturated Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O surface as model systems
for the TMO/Fe interface [23,24]. In thoseworkswe exploited the oxygen
adsorbed on the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O surface before metal deposition
in order to explore the possibility to stabilize a single TMO layer on Fe,
avoiding at the same time the Fe oxidationoccurringwhen reactive depo-
sition is employed. We found that, despite the good lattice matching
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between NiO and Fe(001), a single layer of NiO on top of the Fe(001)
surface could not be stabilized, the growth being characterized by
the formation of two-layer-thick Ni islands [23]. On the other hand,
submonolayer Cr deposition on the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O surface leads to
the stabilization of perfect Cr oxide wetting layers on top of Fe(001) [24].

Motivated by our previous investigations and by the fact that Cr2O3

and NiO are both anti-ferromagnetic insulators, in the following we
show detailed results about the effects induced by the exposure to a
controlled amount of molecular oxygen on ultra-thin (4 ML) and con-
tinuous Cr and Ni films. We decided to use post-oxidation as a method
of preparation in order to investigate the effect of oxygen dosing on
thin metallic films pre-deposited on Fe, avoiding at the same time the
direct contact of oxygen with Fe, which typically occurs during the
early stages of metal deposition in oxygen atmosphere. The film thick-
ness was chosen to be small enough to allow the investigation of the
influence of the Fe substrate during the early stages of oxygen exposure.

The aim of the present work is twofold:

i) understanding the chemical reactions occurring in the early stages of
oxidation of ultra-thin metallic films grown on Fe(001);

ii) investigating themorphology of the oxidized films and the effects of
annealing treatments on the surface order.

Our findings indicate that, as soon as the oxygen is dosed on ultra-
thin Ni films grown on the Fe substrate, Fe atoms segregate toward
the surface, where their oxidation takes place. Increasing the oxygen
exposure induces the formation of a highly ordered FeO(111)-like
overlayer.

On the contrary, in the Cr/Fe(001) system we managed to oxidize
the entire filmwhile keeping the Fe substrate in its metallic state. How-
ever, the resultingmorphology is rough and thermal treatments are not
able to improve the order of the surface.

2. Experimental details

Samples were prepared in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system (base
pressure b 1 × 10−10 mbar) by starting from a UHV-cleaned MgO(001)
single crystal substrate, over which a 400 nm thick Fe(001) film was
grown by means of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

Cr and Ni films 4 ML thick were grown onto Fe(001) substrates by
MBE under UHV conditions, with a typical growth rate of about 1 equiv-
alent monolayer1 (ML) per minute, as measured by a quartz microbal-
ance. The substrate was kept at room temperature (RT) during the Ni
and Cr depositions.

Film oxidation was performed by admitting molecular oxygen
from a leak valve. The oxygen partial pressure during the oxidation
was 10−9 mbar for the lowest exposure (10 L = 1.3 × 10−5 mbar × s)
and 10−7 mbar for the highest one (150 L). Starting from the oxygen-
free sample, the oxygen dose was incrementally increased.

After each step of oxidation, before STM and Auger characteriza-
tion, the samples were annealed at mild temperatures (200 °C) in
UHV in order to improve the film morphology. When the maximum
oxygen exposure considered in the present paper (150 L) was reached, a
final annealing in UHV conditions was performed. In the case of Ni/Fe a
single annealing step at 300 °C for 5 min was performed. A different Ni
film (approximately 5 ML thick) grown on Fe(001) at RT was moreover
incrementally exposed to oxygen following the same dose steps above
(from 10 to 150 L). Such a sample was not subject to post-annealing
treatments until the highest exposure was reached. A final annealing
step at mild temperatures (200 °C) was subsequently carried out. On
the other hand, for the Cr/Fe(001) system, several annealing steps were
used, up to a maximum temperature of 700 °C.

STM measurements were performed by using an Omicron Variable
Temperature STM in a UHV chamber connected to the preparation
1 One equivalentmonolayer (1ML) equals the amount of atoms required to completely
saturate the adsorption sites on the Fe substrate, i.e., about 12.2 × 1014 atoms/cm2.
system. STM images were acquired at room temperature in constant-
current mode with home-made electrochemically etched W tips.

The low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) analysis was performed by means of an Omicron
SPECTALEED with a retarding field analyzer (total acceptance angle
102°). A 3 kV, 20 μA electron beam was used, with a 3 V peak-to-peak
modulation amplitude.

3. Ni/Fe(001) oxidation

3.1. Auger data

In order to investigate the chemical reactions occurring during oxida-
tion wemeasured low-energy Auger peaks, corresponding to MNN tran-
sitions. Indeed, the shape of these peaks has proven to be extremely
sensitive to the local chemical environment of the atoms (see for instance
Refs. [25–27] for Fe oxides and Refs. [28,29] for Ni oxidation). However,
attention must be paid in the interpretation of such low-kinetic-energy
features, in particular for what concerns the correlation between their
position and the exact oxidation state of the element. For instance, Sault
demonstrated that the Fe(MNN) lineshape for Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 are ex-
tremely similar, and cannot be used to discriminate between these
two oxides [25]. We can thus safely consider the change in the shape of
these peaks as a fingerprint of oxidation, although further pieces of infor-
mation are required in order to establish which oxide is actually formed.

Fig. 1(a) displays theAuger spectra acquired after each step of oxida-
tion in the low kinetic energy region from the 4 ML thick Ni/Fe(001)
film. As a reference, in the top part of Fig. 1 we report the Auger spectra
acquired on the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O (i.e. on the surface covered by one
oxygen monolayer) [30–34] and on the Fe oxide obtained by exposing
the pristine Fe(001) (i.e. without Ni) to 50 L of molecular oxygen.

In the spectrum of the as-grown sample, before the oxidation, two
main features are visible at 47 eV and 61 eV, characteristic of metallic
Fe and Ni, respectively. After 10 L exposure a shoulder appears at
lower kinetic energy with respect to the metallic Fe peak. Such a shoul-
der is analogous to the one present on the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O surface,
suggesting that, at this stage, Fe is starting to get oxidized. The Ni peak
is attenuated not exhibiting any significant chemical shift. Increasing
the oxygen exposure up to 60 L clearly enhances the intensity of the
peaks associated with Fe oxide, while the feature related to Ni almost
disappears. Further increase of the oxygen exposure up to 150 L and
the final annealing at 300 °C in UHV do not significantly change neither
the shape nor the intensity of the measured peaks.

Fig. 1(b) displays the high kinetic energy region, in which the fea-
tures due to Ni and Fe LMM transitions are visible. After a 10 L exposure
to O2 the O KLL features appear, without any substantial change in
the intensity of Ni and Fe peaks. At higher oxygen dose the Ni peaks
are considerably attenuated, although still visible, indicating that some
Ni is present underneath the Fe oxide film. Due to the post-annealing
treatment it is likely that such Ni is partially intermixed with Fe at the
interface.

In Fig. 1(c) the intensity of the oxygen peak as a function of oxygen
exposure is reported. After exposure to 10 L the peak-to-peak intensity
is comparable to that measured on the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O surface, sug-
gesting that the adsorbed oxygen approximately amounts to a single
atomic layer. The O signal is almost saturated after exposure to 60 L of
oxygen and further dosage causes a variation of only a few percent of
the measured intensity.

3.2. Morphology and structure

STM images acquired after each oxidation step are presented in
Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the STM topography of the Ni film before the
oxidation. As observed in our previous investigations, Ni grows on the
clean Fe(001) surface following an almost perfect layer-by-layer mech-
anism,with only fewpits (covering approximately 5% of the surface and



2 The unit vector lengths are derived comparing spot–spot distances on the LEED
patterns from the sample and the pristine Fe(001) surface at the same electron energy.
Similar results are obtained for the LEEDpatternmeasured at 100, 150 and 200 eV. Uncer-
tainties on the basis vectors length and relative orientation are derived from the Gaussian
shape of LEED spots.
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Fig. 1. (a) Fe and Ni MNN AES lineshape as a function of oxygen exposure and annealing
temperature. The topmost spectra were acquired for comparison on the Fe(001)-
p(1 × 1)O surface and a Fe(001) sample exposed to 50 L of oxygen, respectively. The posi-
tion for characteristic Fe (dotted) and Ni (dashed) features is indicated. (b) Corresponding
Fe LMM,Ni LMMandOKLL transitions. (c) OxygenKLL peak-to-peak intensity as a function
of the dose. The horizontal dashed red line refers to the oxygen signal from the Fe(001)-
p(1 × 1)O surface (one oxygen monolayer). (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
140 pm deep) present on the surface [23,35,36]. We did not manage to
obtain atomic resolution on this sample, although in the LEED pattern
(not shown) a square symmetry with a p(1 × 1) periodicity with re-
spect to the Fe lattice was observed, indicating that the Ni film is in its
metastable body centered cubic phase.

Exposure to 10 L of oxygen induces a flattening of the surface [see
Fig. 2(b)]. Due to the presence of the oxygen overlayer, the atomic cor-
rugationmeasured in STM images is largerwith respect to the clean sur-
face and it is possible to obtain atomically resolved images [see the inset
in Fig. 2(b), acquired on the atomic layer covering approximately 90% of
the surface], showing a lattice with square symmetry and in-plane spa-
tial periodicity equal to that of the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O surface (2.87 Å).

Increasing the oxygen exposure to 60 L induces a roughening of the
surface [see Fig. 2(c)]. At this stage the LEED pattern displays faint spots
arranged with a quasi-hexagonal symmetry (not shown).
Fig. 2(d) displays the sample morphology after exposure to 150 L of
molecular oxygen and subsequent annealing at 300 °C in UHV condi-
tions. The sample is characterized by large flat terraces, and atomically
resolved images show that the unit cell is hexagonal [inset of Fig. 2(d)].

Such a hexagonal arrangement of surface atoms is also detected from
the LEED pattern, in which two domains are visible, one 90°-rotated
with respect to the other [see Fig. 3(a)]. In order to evaluate the spatial
periodicity and the angle between the unit vectors we have analyzed
the reciprocal lattice vectors inferred from the LEED pattern. This analy-
sis supplies a real-space slightly distorted hexagonal unit mesh with
basis vectors (3.06 ± 0.07) Å and (3.22 ± 0.11) Å long, and an angle
of (61.5 ± 0.1)°, as displayed in Fig. 3(b).2 Considering that the
nearest-neighbor spacing between atoms in the FeO(111) surface is
aFeO = 3.04 Å [37], we can infer that the overlayer consists of a
FeO(111) film, which might be characterized by a slightly distorted
hexagonal unit cell.

A closer inspection of the LEED pattern reveals that the diffraction
spots are elongated and split along mutually perpendicular directions
[see inset in Fig. 3(a)]. These LEED features are related to the periodic
buckling visible in the STM images. In particular we observe a buckling
with a largely variable periodicity ranging from about 7 to 15 nm
[Figs. 2(d), 4(a) and (b)] and another one with a shorter period of
2.36 nm [see Fig. 4(c) and (d)], mutually orthogonal in a given domain.
The latter is confirmed by the analysis of the LEED spot splitting [Fig.
3(a) and (b)] which gives a (2.24 ± 0.22) nm periodicity along the a1
direction. In order to understand the origin of these two mesoscopic-
range periodic modulations, we have tried to superimpose the surface
hexagonal lattice with a square lattice with the same in-plane spatial
periodicity of the Fe(001) substrate, aligning the a1 vector with one of
the Fe(001) main crystallographic axes as suggested by the LEED pat-
tern. Fig. 4(e) shows the result of such a superposition, from which it
is possible to notice that the heightmodulation is due to an interference
between the quasi-hexagonal top-layer and the subsurface bcc-(001)
layer, resulting in a quasi-coincidence superlattice. The long-period
modulation [Fig. 4(b)] can be attributed to quasi-coincidence along
the direction perpendicular to the a1 unit vector.

3.3. Oxygen versus temperature influence

In order to discriminate among the influence of oxygen exposure
and post-annealing on the Fe segregation, a different 5 ML thick Ni/
Fe(001) film was incrementally exposed to oxygen avoiding any post-
annealing treatment up to the highest dose.

Fig. 5(a) reports the Auger spectra acquired after each step of oxida-
tion in the low kinetic energy region for the 5 ML thick Ni/Fe(001) film.
Spectra were acquired at normal emission (solid curves) as well as
tilting (77°) the sample normal with respect to the incident electron
beam (dashed curves). The topmost spectra in Fig. 5(a) refer to the
final mild-annealed sample.

In the spectra of the as-grown sample the two characteristic features
of metallic Fe and Ni are clearly visible, the former being notably atten-
uated while the latter being substantially unaffected upon tilting the
sample, respectively. Such an observation suggests that significant
Fe segregation on top of the Ni film can be excluded in this case. This
is in nice agreement with the lower surface energy of metallic bcc Ni
(2.000 J/m2 [38]) as compared with Fe (2.222 J/m2 [39]), which should
result in stable Ni films on Fe(001). However, generally speaking, we can-
not rule out the chance that a small amount of Fe atoms are intermixed
in the Ni film. On the other hand Mijiritskii et al. [40] did not detect by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy any intermixing while depositing Ni
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Fig. 2. STMmorphology (It = 1 nA, Vbias = 1 V) for the Ni/Fe(001) sample after oxygen exposure and post-annealing treatments. (a) Pristine Ni/Fe(001); (b) after 10 and (c) after 150 L
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(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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on Fe(001) at either RT or even at 150 °C. Considering that Ni was de-
posited on Fe(001) at RT in our case, we can safely assume that the
number of Fe atoms intermixed in the Ni film is negligible.

Upon incrementally exposing the sample to oxygen the evolution
of the Auger features is similar to what was observed for the post-
annealed sample described in Section 3.1. The metallic Ni and Fe
peaks are progressively reduced in intensity, the latter almost vanishing
at 60 L total exposure. Moreover, as soon as O is dosed on the film the
Fe-oxide feature appears as a shoulder on the low-kinetic energy side
of the metallic Fe peak, progressively increasing in intensity with O ex-
posure up to 150 L.

By comparing grazing and normal emission spectra for the oxygen-
exposed samples clear and common features can be identified. When
the sample is tilted both metallic Ni and Fe peaks are attenuated,
while the Fe oxide component is enhanced in each case.

Our results indicate that while O is dosed at room temperature
Fe oxidation takes place in the near surface region while metallic Ni
remains confined in the subsurface layers. On the other hand, these
data do not preclude the possibility that, during exposure to oxygen, a
fraction of the Ni atoms is actually oxidized, thus contributing to the
reduction of the intensity of the metallic Ni-related feature.

A mild temperature anneal of the sample [topmost spectra in
Fig. 5(a)] results in a substantial decrease of the intensity of themetallic
Ni peak and an enhancement of the Fe-oxide feature. Once again, upon
tilting the sample, these are further attenuated and increased, re-
spectively. These results indicate that, as a consequence of the mild
annealing, a larger number of Fe\O bonds is formed in the proximity
of the sample surface as compared to the oxygen-exposed film,metallic
Ni still lying in subsurface sites. Considering the intermixing tendency
of Ni and Fe, it is, however, likely that an alloyed Ni–Fe phase is formed
underneath the oxidized region as a consequence of the annealing treat-
ment. Furthermore, these results do not allow the determination of
whether some oxidized Ni atoms are present at the sample surface.
On the other hand the higher Gibbs free energy gain [41] in the forma-
tion of FeO (−58 kJ/mol) as compared to NiO (−50.6 kJ/mol) suggests
that, whenever the kinetic barriers can be overcome, a predominance of
FeO is likely to be formed. In this frame the post-annealing treatment
should favor the formation of Fe\O rather than Ni\O bonds.

STM images of the sample for a selection of the steps described
above are reported in Fig. 5(b–d). The morphology of the as-grown
sample [Fig. 5(d)] is slightly rougher as compared to that of the 4 ML
Ni/Fe(001) described in Section 3.2, mainly exposing three Ni atomic
layers. When O is dosed at RT, 1–5 nm diameter clusters are formed
on the surface, resulting in a progressively rougher morphology with
increasing O exposure [Fig. 5(c)]. Finally, post-annealing at mild tem-
peratures [Fig. 5(b)] leads to an improvement of the surface morphol-
ogy which nicely resembles the 4 ML-thick Ni/Fe film [cf. Fig. 2(c)].
Namely the large majority of the sample is covered in FeO(111)-like
domains with the characteristic short-range modulation, although a
higher number of smaller grains per unit surface is obtained with the
present procedure.

In summary, the Auger and STM data suggest that exposing to oxy-
gen continuous ultrathin Ni films on Fe(001) causes the formation of
oxidized Fe at the surface. Since a negligible amount of Fe is believed
to be intermixed within the as-grown Ni films [40] we suggest that
the formation of such an oxide proceeds by migration of Fe atoms
toward the sample surface. The post-annealing treatment is found to
enhance the formation of such an oxide, resulting in the stabilization
of an atomically-ordered Fe oxidefilmwith afinalmorphology character-
ized by large atomically-flat domains with a hexagonal atomic structure.
Our LEED and STM data strongly suggest that this Fe oxide overlayer is
associated with a FeO(111)-like film, below which Ni is still present.
We cannot exclude that, as a consequence of the post-annealing treat-
ments at 200 °C an alloyed Ni–Fe phase is formed in proximity of the
interface underneath the oxidized layer.

4. Cr/Fe(001) oxidation

4.1. Auger data

Before presenting our results on the oxidation of Cr ultra-thin films
deposited on Fe it is useful to summarize the results obtained by Ekelund
et al. in the oxidation of (110) and (100) chromium surfaces [42].
According to their investigations, two different spectroscopic features
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in the low energy Auger spectra are associated to Cr oxidation. The first
one, at 31 eV, reaches its maximum amplitude after 10 L of molecular
oxygen exposure, being reduced in intensity upon further oxygen
dosage. The second one, at 46 eV, increases monotonically in intensity
up to 100 L, reaching then a saturation. In our case we can safely use
only the peak at 31 eV as a fingerprint of Cr oxidation, since the
position of the second feature is extremely close to the position of the
signal coming from the metallic Fe substrate (47 eV).

Fig. 6 displays the Auger spectra acquired on the 4 ML Cr/Fe(001)
film at increasing oxygen exposures. On the oxygen-free sample the
peaks arising from metallic Fe (47 eV) and metallic Cr (36 eV) are visi-
ble in the low kinetic energy region [Fig. 6(a)].
After 10 L oxygen dosage the metallic Cr feature is not present
anymore, substituted by a peak at 31 eV, related to the formation of Cr
oxide. No features related to Fe oxide are visible at this stage while the
metallic Fe signal is reduced and presumably superimposed on the Cr
oxide 46-eV peak. After 60 L exposure the presence of the spectroscopic
features related to Fe oxide is apparent, while the Cr oxide peak at 31 eV
is weakened, in agreementwith the findings of Ekelund [42]. At such an
oxidation stage the metallic-Fe peak has completely disappeared and
only the 46-eV Cr-oxide peak is visible. Such a trend is confirmed by
the spectra acquired after 150 L exposure, where the Fe oxide peaks be-
comemore pronounced and the intensity of the Cr oxide peak at 31 eV
further decreases.
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Thermal annealing in UHV conditions at 300 °C does not consider-
ably affect the spectrum. On the other hand, after annealing at 500 °C
for 5 min in UHV, the spectrum changes significantly, exhibiting a pro-
nounced rise of the intensity of the peak at 47 eV. Further 5-minute-
long annealing steps at 600 °C (not shown) and 700 °C result in a
monotonic increase of the Fe-47 eV peak together with a reduction of
the Cr and Fe-oxide features, eventually resulting in a spectrum closely
resembling that of the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O surface [see Fig. 1(a)]. Com-
bining such observations with STM data (see below) we can assume
that annealing at 500 °C or above causes a dewetting of the Cr oxide
film from the substrate.

Such a conclusion is coherentwith the Auger data in the high kinetic
energy regionwhere the Fe andCr LMMandOKLL transitions are visible
[Fig. 6(b)]. In fact, after annealing at 500 °C and above, the O and Cr
peaks are significantly reduced, while the Fe features increase in inten-
sity, suggesting that the Cr oxide layer is dissolved, resulting in oxygen
desorption and Cr atom diffusion into the Fe substrate.

Fig. 6(c) reports the O peak intensity measured as a function of
the oxygen dose, from which it is possible to notice that the signal
corresponding to oxygen uptake for the Cr/Fe(001) bi-layer is steeper
than for the Ni/Fe(001) sample [Fig. 1(c)].

4.2. Morphology and structure

Fig. 7(a) shows the STM topography acquired on the Cr film before
the oxidation. Cr grows on the clean Fe(001) surface in a three dimen-
sional mode as apparent from the corresponding line scan, which
shows that four layers are exposed [43,44].

After the oxidation step [see Fig. 7(b) and (c) for 10 L and 150 L of
oxygen exposure, respectively] the surface is characterized by a rough
morphology, preventing the acquisition of atomically resolved images.
For this reason we tried to improve the morphology of the film by an-
nealing the sample at increasing temperatures.

Up to 400 °C, these annealing treatments did not significantly affect
the sample morphology. In Fig. 7(d) the STM topography obtained after
annealing in UHV at 500 °C is reported, showing that some holes are
formed in the Cr oxide film. From the STS data [see Fig. 7(e)] it is possi-
ble to recognize that on the remainingfilm a conductivity gap is present.
On the contrary, the electronic structure of the holes is different, and
strongly resembles the one characteristic of the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O,
with features at −0.5 eV and +0.9 eV with respect to the Fermi level
[34].

Increasing the annealing temperature caused an increase of the
surface roughness [see Fig. 7(f)] with a progressively more pronounced
dissolution of the Cr oxide film.

These results suggest that annealing the sample above 500 °C causes
a dewetting of the Cr oxide from the Fe substrate.

In summary, combining STM and Auger electron spectroscopy data
we can conclude that, in the first stages of oxidation (up to 10 L) only
the Cr film is oxidized, without any detectable oxidation of the
Fe(001) substrate. This film is characterized by a rough morphology.
Once the Cr film is completely oxidized, Fe oxidation starts. From our
data, however, we can neither discriminate whether the Fe oxidation
takes place at the sample surface or at the Cr-oxide/Fe interface, nor
establish which kind of Cr oxide is formed. Thermal treatments do
not change the composition and morphology of the surface up to
500 °C. Annealing the sample above 500 °C causes a dewetting of the
Cr oxidefilm from the Fe substrate, resulting in a progressive dissolution
of the Cr oxide layer with oxygen desorption and Cr diffusion into the
substrate.

5. Discussion

The results herein reported indicate that the chemical reactions oc-
curring during the first stages of oxidation of Ni and Cr films grown on
Fe(001) are remarkably different. In the case of the Ni film, Fe atoms
migrate to the surface, where their oxidation takes place. On the other
hand, exposing the Cr film to oxygen leads to a different reaction path,
according to which only Cr atoms are initially oxidized.

In a very simple picture, the different chemical behavior observed in
the oxidation of Cr and Ni films deposited on Fe could be related to the
different oxygen affinity of these two metals with respect to Fe. In this
frame, the proximity of the Fe substrate can result in a competition be-
tween the substrate's and overlayer's atoms during the early stages of
the oxidation process, which favors the oxidation of the metal with
the higher oxygen affinity.

In this regard, however, it is worthwhile mentioning the work by
Valeri et al. on the oxidation of metastable bct Co (more noble than
Fe) films grown on Fe [45,46]. They reported that room temperature
oxidation of a 10 ML Co film grown on Fe resulted in a 7 ML thick CoO
layer, while at 200 °C the entire film could be oxidized. In both cases
no Fe oxidation was reported by the authors.

Another point that deserves some discussion is the observation
of the FeO(111)-like film, in view of the fact that rock-salt monoxide
surfaces oriented in (111) direction are polar, i.e. a dipole moment
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Fig. 7. (a–d) STM topography (It = 1 nA,Vbias = 1 V) for the Cr/Fe(001) sample after the oxidation and annealing steps described in the text. (a) Pristine film, (b) 10 and (c) 150 L oxygen
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web version of this article.)
perpendicular to the surface is present. Bulk-terminated polar surfaces
are not stable since alternating layers of oppositely charged ions result
in a diverging electrostatic potential [47,48].

However, as long as ultrathin films are considered, the electrostatic
potential is finite, and there are several examples in the recent literature
showing the possibility to stabilize ultrathin polar films (for the case
of FeO(111) see, for instance, Ref. [49]). In order to roughly estimate
the thickness of such a film we notice that the oxygen Auger peak-
to-peak intensity [Fig. 1(b) and (c)] is approximately 3 times larger
than the corresponding intensity measured on the Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O
(in which the oxygen coverage is 1 ML). This evaluation allows us
to establish that the final oxide film is composed by at least 3 layers



of oxygen arranged on a close-packed hexagonal lattice, with interca-
lating hexagonal Fe layers.

In order to discuss the rough morphology observed in the case of Cr
oxidationwe recall that themost stable Cr oxide is Cr2O3, which crystal-
lizes in the corundum structure. Cr2O3 films with a (0001) orientation,
characterized by an hexagonal lattice symmetry, have been successfully
stabilized on hexagonal substrates such as Pt(111) [50] or Ag(111) [51],
and on rectangular or centered rectangular substrates such as Cu(011)
or Cr(011) [52,53].

Despite the fact that examples of hexagonal epitaxial oxides grown
on substrates with a square unit mesh [54] can be found in the litera-
ture, in our case the square symmetry of the Fe(001) seems to prevent
the growth of epitaxial Cr oxide. In this respect, Fe(011) surfaces could
be a candidate for the growth of atomically flat Cr-oxide films on a fer-
romagnetic substrate.

6. Summary and conclusions

In summary, by combining STM, LEED, andAESwehave investigated
the early stages of oxidation of ultra-thin Ni and Cr films grown on
Fe(001). Our results indicate a quite different behavior of these two
systems.

In the case of the Ni/Fe(001) system, since the first stages of oxida-
tion Fe atoms segregate toward the surface, where their oxidation
takes place. Thermal treatments performed on the oxidized sample are
found to further promote Fe oxidation, leading to the stabilization of a
FeO(111)-like overlayer, underneath which Ni atoms are still present,
probably alloyed with Fe.

On the contrary, at lowoxygen exposures only theCrfilm is oxidized,
forming a rough oxide that covers the Fe substrate. Upon increasing
oxygen exposure Fe oxidation takes place. Thermal annealing of this
system does not result in the ordering of the surface and above 500 °C
the oxide starts to decompose.
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